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ST. NINIANS ROAD
FORFAR £115,000

Wake up every day to truly magnificent panoramic countryside views!

AMAZING RESULTS!™ are delighted to offer to the market this well positioned 2 bedroom end terraced

house on two floors. There is a park nearby and adequate walks for those keen on exploring and taking in the

views. Padanaram sits close to Forfar which offers an abundance of walks with access to Angus Glens and

Kirriemuir. 

Good public transport infrastructure exists. Hurry… this house will sell quickly!!

Situation

Surrounded by picturesque open countryside and offering a
sought-after rural lifestyle in the village of Padanaram (close to
Forfar town), this well presented end terraced house enjoys
modern interior design and spacious accommodation which
includes two double bedrooms, a spacious lounge and dining area
with feature archway . It further boasts a decent sized rear garden
including two 8 x 6 sheds. Storage Heating & DG.

Forfar is known to many as the home of the bridie and, along with
a cluster of villages, plays a central role in Angus life.

Kitchen

Large fitted kitchen, with wall mounted and floor standing pine
units. One free standing upright freezer and one free standing
upright fridge are available together with dish-washer, washing
machine and tumble drier (latter is retained in one of the
external sheds). Electric cooker and oven. The kitchen has a rear
door to the garden and a window which allows light to flood in.
The present owners have a dining table and chairs at the window,
capturing the morning sunlight.

Lounge

This large lounge is a lovely place to curl up with a good book or
relax in front of the TV. Freshly decorated in warm tones with a
feature fireplace and decorative electric fire. Window to front and
storage heater. The dining room sits parallel to the lounge and is
partly separated by an archway feature. Wall lights show room to
best effect.

Bedroom 1

Generously sized double bedroom with internal wardrobe space.
Fresh modern decor. East facing window enables brightness and
warmth to flood into the room - easily shielded by curtains as
required.

Bedroom 2

Bedroom hosts a single bed but can easily accommodate a
double bed. Decent storage space. Window faces west.

Stairwell

Vestibule on entry from front door. Leads directly to the stairwell
with a door to the right into the lounge. The stair is carpeted and
leads to the upstairs level where the bathroom and two
bedrooms are situated.

Garden Grounds

Front garden tidy with chipped area and pathway to the door.
Rear garden contains two sheds with a private seating area in the
corner.

Bathroom

Clean and stylishly designed, this bathroom is equipped with
shower over bath and sink/toilet with storage under sink area.
Situated at the top of the stairs, it serves both bedrooms. 

Should the new owners wish to install a downstairs bathroom,
there is significant space under the stairwell which could easily
accommodate such addition.

Arrange a viewing

Viewing by appointment, please call your local AMAZING
RESULTS!™ Professional Estate Agent Lynda Wilson to see this
property today. 07809 330678. To view additional Photographs,
Floor Plans, Property Tours and Social Media content or to arrange
a viewing online, please visit our website.

Looking to sell?

Average house prices are up! Find out today what your own
property is really worth! Get a free property valuation and market
analysis with your local Professional Estate Agent 7 days a week
8am-8pm or book your free valuation online.

AMAZING RESULTS!™- An Expert At Your Side.™



To view this property call AMAZING RESULTS!™
on

01577 208117

www.AMAZINGRESULTS.com
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Viewing is strictly by appointment through AMAZING RESULTS!™ on 0845 301 2222. These property details are set out as a general
outline only and do not constitute any part of an Offer or Contract. Any Services, equipment, fittings or central heating systems have not
been tested and no warranty is given or implied that these are in working order. All measurements, distances and areas are approximate and
for guidance only. A copy of the full Energy Performance Certificate is available upon request. How much is your home worth? Find out
today with a FREE no obligation valuation on 0845 301 2222. Interested in a NEW career? Visit joinAMAZINGRESULTS.com 

Lynda Wilson
Professional Estate Agent 

01577 208117 (office)
07809 330678 (mobile)

lynda@AMAZINGRESULTS.com


